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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS:
- BUS 205 – Legal Environment of Business
- ECO 101 / ECO 102 – Principles of Macro / Micro Economics

COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY:
- HRT 100 – Introduction to Hotel/Restaurant and Recreation/Tourism Industries
- TRM 258 – Contemporary Leisure and Recreation Concepts

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES:
- BIO 101 – Human Biology
- BIO 102 – Intro to Biology
- BIO 103 – Environmental Biology
- BIO 106 – Introduction to Public Health
- BIO 107 – Introduction to Epidemiology
- CHE 108 – Forensic Science
- CHE 111 / CHE 112 – General Chemistry I / General Chemistry II (incl. labs)
- CMS 100 – Communicating for Social Justice
- CRJ 201 – Introduction to Criminal Justice
- ENG 100 – Introduction to Literature
- ESC 174 – Earth Science: Physical Geology
- FRE 103 / FRE 104 – Intermediate French - WAITLISTED
- HIS 199 – America and the Contemporary World
- INT 100 – Introduction to International Studies
- MAT 102/202 – Introductory Statistics I / II
- MAT 111 / MAT 112 – Calculus I / Calculus II
- POL 101 – American Government
- PSY 101 – Introductory Psychology
- PHI 105 – Introduction to Philosophy
- PHY 102/102 – Survey of Physics
- REL 101 – Introduction to Religion
- REL 103 – Introduction toChristianity
- REL 206 – World Religions
- REL 246 – Religion and Science
- SOC 101 – Introduction to Sociology
- SPA 103 / SPA 104 – Intermediate Spanish - WAITLISTED
- SPK 101 – Public Speaking
- THR 130 – Theatre Appreciation
- WRT 100 – Thinking and Writing